
Treatments
OGGI Spa Experiences
OGGI Refresh (3 HRS.) ______________________ $257

OGGI Indulge (2.5 HRS.) _____________________ $274

OGGI Surrender (4.5HRS.) _________________ $399

RMT Massage [REGISTERED MASSAGE THERAPIST]

Deep Therapy Massage ______ 55 MIN /$130 85 MIN /$170
Relaxation Massage _________ 55 MIN /$130 85 MIN /$170
Prenatal Massage __________ 55 MIN /$130 85 MIN /$170
Sport Massage  ____________ 55 MIN /$130 85 MIN /$170

SPA Massage
OGGI Serenity Massage ____ 55 MIN /$115 85 MIN /$155
Swedish Massage __________ 55 MIN /$115 85 MIN /$155
Aromatherapy Massage _____ 55 MIN /$130 85 MIN /$170
Couples Massage __________ 55 MIN /$240 85 MIN /$320
Hot Stone Massage_____________________ 75 MIN /$135
Head, Neck & Shoulder Massage _________ 30 MIN /$55

UOMO
OGGI Uomo Signature Skin Treatment (1.5 HRS.) __ $159
Men's Manicure _________________________ $39
Men's Pedicure _________________________ $49
Men's Chest Wax ____________________ $49 +up
Men's Back Wax ____________________ $59 +up
Additional waxing services available upon request

All prices subject to HST. Treatments and prices are subject to change.

Facial Therapies
Oggi Signature Skin Treatment  (1.5 HRS.) ________ $159
Hydra 3Ha Hyaluronic Treatment (1.5 HRS.) ______ $189

Vitamin C Booster __________________________ $25
*add Vitamin C to Signature or Hydra 3Ha facials

High Protection Eye Care ____________________ $59
*add Eye Care to facial  ______________________ $45

W+ Brightening Treatment  (1 HR.) ______________ $125
Blemish Correcting Treatment (1 HR.) ___________ $125
Glysalac Resurfacing Peel (1 HR.) ______________ $145
Perfect Neck Contour Treatment (1 HR.) ________ $145
Energizing Ginseng Treatment (1.5 HRS.) ________ $189

BP3 Youth Treatment (1.5 HRS.) ________________ $189

Hands & Feet
Manicure ______________________________ $39
French Manicure  ________________________ $49
*add Dip Powder Nail to Manicure ______________ $15
*add Dip Powder Nail Fill to Manicure ___________ $12
*remove Dip Powder Nail __________________ $10
Pedicure ______________________________ $59
French Pedicure _________________________$69
Pure Indulgence Pedicure __________________$85

Aesthetics
Waxing - Eyebrow Shaping _________________ $19
Waxing - Lip or Chin _____________________ $12 
Waxing - Brazilian ____________________$49+up
Waxing - Bikini_______________________$29+up
Waxing - Half Leg _______________________ $39
Waxing - Full Leg ________________________$69
Waxing - Underarm ______________________ $21
Waxing - Arm __________________________ $33

Tinting (Eyebrows) _______________________ $19
Tinting (Eyelashes) _______________________ $29

Makeup (Trial Consult) ____________________$85
Makeup Application ______________________ $75

Full Body Exfoliation (Hanakasumi)
OGGI Signature Smooth (1 HR.) _________________ $125
Signature Smooth WITH 55 MIN Serenity Massage (2 HRS.) $230

Be fully present in this moment... your moment at OGGI SPA.

PHONE: 289-362-1101    |   EMAIL:  oggispaniagara@gmail.com   |   LOCATION:  271 Merritt Street, St. Catharines, Ontario, L2T1K1   [at the Stone Mill Inn]

      FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM:  www.instagram.com/oggi.spa/            LIKE US ON FACEBOOK:  www.facebook.com/oggispaniagara/

OGGI Celebrations
Wedding Packages
Customized to suit the size and needs of your 
wedding party. Don't forget the groomsmen.

OGGI Girl's Getaways
Girls just wanna... Spa! Customize your reconnect 
+ unwind session with OGGI  SPA.

Spaaah Daze Kids Parties
Everything to make a little girl's heart go pitter pat.

Catered dining & beverage options available on-site.



WWW.OGGISPANIAGARA.COM

YESTERDAY.
The beautiful journey that lead you here and how you 

evolved into the person you are today.

TOMORROW.
What is yet to be. Let it be hopeful and full of light 

because of what you do today.

TODAY.
Right now. This moment, this time, this day... is the day 

to care for yourself deeply and lovingly.

TODAY AT OGGI SPA.
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The Spa Experience Redefined

At OGGI SPA we offer a full range of spa treatments 
to assist you on your journey of renewal  and self-care.

When you pass through the doors to OGGI [oh-gee], 
you will experience a level of customized care that is the 
cornerstone of the OGGI philosophy.

You are entirely unique, as should be the nourishment 
of your skin, the nurturing of your body and the feeding 
of your soul. TODAY and YOU are all that matter at 
OGGI SPA.

Every treatment at OGGI is designed to identify 
your specific needs and maximize results for a fully 
transformative experience. The spa environment – at 
once refined and serene – exudes calm to enhance 
relaxation.

We invite you to embrace renewal and be 
transformed both inside and out... at OGGI  SPA.
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Manicures Pedicures Aesthetics

Perfectly Polished

Waxing

Less is best when it comes to unwanted body and 
facial  hair. Let us put you at ease and make your area of 
concern as smooth as smooth can be.

Tinting

Add colour, shape and contrast to lashes or brows to 
enhance the appearance of your eyes.

Makeup

Stand out at a special event or shine bright on "the BIG 
day" with professionally applied make-up, tailored to your 
skin type, your face and your unique personality. 

Makeup Trial Consult: trial makeup session prior to the big event 
Makeup Full Application: makeup session day of your event 
Makeup Lessons: tips and techniques to apply a flawless face

Pedicure

Slipped in sandals or safely ensconced in fuzzy socks, 
knowing that your toes are pretty, polished, and perfect 
puts a certain spring in your step. Includes soak, cuticle 

care, trim, buff, foot massage and polish.

French Pedicure
Ooooh la, la. Fresh french polish shouts sophistacation. 
Includes soak, cuticle care, trim, buff, foot massage and 

polish.

OGGI Indulgence Pedicure

Take the already amazing pedicure up a level with the 
addition of a signature deep moisture treatment. Includes 

soak, cuticle care, trim, buff, foot massage and polish.

Manicure

You extend your hands to the world every day. Treat 
them beautifully with care-full attention and pure 
manicure magic. Includes soak, cuticle care, trim, buff, 

hand massage and polish.

French Manicure

The most classic look on hands... ever. If you are feeling 
très chic and a little "Paris", add this timeless look to your 
manicure.  Includes soak, cuticle care, trim, buff, hand 

massage and french polish.
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Blemish Correcting Treatment
Concentrated with powerful actives, this multi-step 
treatment helps restore clear, blemish-free skin. 
Suggested for oily skin and skin with imperfections. 
1 Hour

Hydra 3Ha Hyaluronic Treatment
Guaranteed to deliver an intense moisture experience, 
this treatment combines ultra-comfortable textures 
with result performing active ingredients. The perfect 
intersection of absolute hydration and preventative signs 
of ageing.
1.5 Hours

Perfect Neck Contour Treatment
This treatment  both tigthens and tones while lifting the 
neck area, and is specially designed to preserve the 
youth of the neck and décolleté area.
1 Hour

Glysalac Resurfacing Peel
A medically inspired glycolic  treatment, to transform 
and refine the skin's texture. This treatment provides 
immediate radiance and a uniform skin tone.
1 Hour

W+ Brightening Treatment
Designed to target both pigmentation and surface 
imperfections, this double brightening solution leaves 
the skin with a radiant glow after only one treatment.
1 Hour

Facial Therapies

Your Best Face Forward

ENHANCEMENTS CUSTOMIZED CUSTOMIZED

High Protection Eye Care
A simple, fast and restful way to help immediately reduce 
signs of fatique and ageing.
[Can be done on its own or added to any facial treatment]

Vitamin C Booster
To increase radiance and brighten the complexion.
[Add to OGGI Signature or Intensive Hydra 3Ha Treatments]

Thermocoagulation Treatment
Using the state of the art VascuLyse 2G machine, heat is 
generated in the capillary vessels resulting in the instant 
disappearance of unwanted skin imperfections.
[Can be done on its own or added to any facial treatment]

WORKS ON: DIALATED CAPPILLARIES, SPIDER VEINS, RUBY 
POINTS, SKIN TAGS, MILIA AND CHOLESTEROL DEPOSITS. 
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Energizing Ginseng Treatment
Recharge, regenerate and illuminate, when you 
experience the miraculous power of Siberian Ginseng. 
A booster treatment to restore radiance and provide an 
energized skin.
1.5 Hours

BP3 Youth Treatment
This comprehensive anti-ageing treatment offers 
intensely restorative results with equally intense feelings 
of absolute relaxation. It is targeted to treat and combat 
the signs of aging: wrinkles and slackened skin. 
1.5 Hours

CUSTOMIZED

SIGNATURE

OGGI Signature Skin Treatment

A uniquely customized treatment, with a deep 
enzymatic exfoliation to clean and refine the pores. 
Bringing intense moisture levels for a well nourished 
and toned skin, revealing radiant texture and glow. 
1.5 Hours
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The Body Sacred
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RMT Massage

Deep Therapy Massage

Press the reset button on your health, with attention to 
your body's unique needs. Therapeutic techniques are 
employed to ease tension, alleviate muscle pain and 
provide stress relief.
55 minutes  |  90 minutes 

Relaxation Massage

Honour your body with the time it takes to create 
renewal. Surrender completely to touch, and drift out of 
your body before journeying back to the surface... fully 
refreshed, calm and restored.
55 minutes  |  90 minutes

Prenatal Massage

Shed any worries, and be one with your body and your 
baby in this soothing journey of wellness and healing. 
Focused on Mama's physical needs, this treatment 
nourishes her soul as well.
55 minutes  |  90 minutes 

Spa Massage

Swedish Massage

Experience a classic European massage where wellness 
and relaxation perfectly intersect. Under the careful 
ministrations of your therapist this treatment aims to relax 
muscles, improve circulation and increase clarity.
55 minutes  |  90 minutes

Couples Connect Massage
Take time to foster feelings of connectedness, nurture 
your bond and be in the moment with each other, with a 
communal journey of healing, relaxation and wellness. 
55 minutes  |  90 minutes

Hot Stone Massage

Feel the waves of restoration and relaxation wash over 
you from the therapeutic heat of carefully placed stones, 
complimented by a full body massage to induce deep 
relaxation and provide relief for tight muscles.
55 minutes

PLEASE ENQUIRE AT TIME OF BOOKING IF YOUR MASSAGE OF CHOICE 
WILL BE DONE BY A REGISTERED MASAGE THERAPIST
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OGGI Uomo Signature Skin Treatment
An essential facial treatment to boost and detoxify a 
man's skin. Uniquely customized with a deep enzymatic 
exfoliation to clean and refine the pores, resulting in intense 
moisture levels for a well nourished and toned skin. 
1.5 Hours

Uomo Smooth Moves (Waxing)
Why should women be the only ones to enjoy sleek, 
hairless – dare we say beautiful – body parts. If you have 
an area in need of  attention, we've got you covered.
Call for complete range of service/prices

Men's Sport Massage
Deep tissue massage for the athlete, the man in need of 
muscle TLC, relaxation... or all of the above. Focus on 
your area of need for repair and renewal. 
55 minutes  |  90 minutes

Oggi Uomo

Oggi Uomo MAN-icure
A man's hands deserve attention too! Tidy nails and soft 
skin impress both at work and at play. Includes soak, 

cuticle care, trim, hand massage and buff. 

Oggi Uomo Pedicure

Put your best foot forward... in any situation. Footcare 
is not exclusive to the fairer sex. Believe us gentlemen, 
a beautifully buffed foot speaks volumes. Includes soak, 

cuticle care, trim, hand massage and buff.

Treatments for the mindful man
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PLEASE ENQUIRE AT TIME OF BOOKING IF YOUR MASSAGE OF CHOICE 
WILL BE DONE BY A REGISTERED MASAGE THERAPIST
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OGGI Refresh
Polish on your fingers and toes and a spring in your step, this refreshing experience includes a manicure, 
pedicure and the OGGI Signature facial treatment. Just enough to get you feeling entirely beautiful again.
3 Hours

OGGI Indulge
Slow down and savour the hush that comes from allowing time to stand still. This self-care indulgence features a 
fifty-five minute relaxation massage perfectly paired with a radiance enhancing OGGI Signature facial treatment 
leaving you aglow from head to toe.
2.5 Hours

OGGI Surrender
Allow yourself to become fully immersed in the spa experience with a relaxing fifty-five minute massage, an 
OGGI Signature facial treatment, a manicure, pedicure, and a light spa snack to keep you fully nourished. 
Succumb to feelings of serenity and emerge... brand new. 
4.5 Hours

OGGI Spa Experiences

You are SoVery Worth it

Wedding Packages
Customized to suit the size and needs of your 
wedding party. Don't forget the grooms-men. 
Everyone will glow on the big day with OGGI!

OGGI Girl's Getaways
Girls just wanna... Spa! A weekend away or a 
stay-cation to reconnect and unwind. Customize 
your reconnection session with OGGI  SPA.

Spaaah Daze Kids Parties
Everything to make a girl's heart go pitter pat at 
OGGI SPA...magical makeup,  manis, pedis and 
plenty of time to giggle while your pinkies dry.

OGGI Celebrations

Catered dining and beverage options available 
on-site  to make the party a true CELEBRATION.
Contact OGGI SPA for full details.
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hush.
soften.
sigh.
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WWW.OGGISPANIAGARA.COM

PHONE
289-362-1101

EMAIL
oggispaniagara@gmail.com

LOCATION
271 Merritt Street

St. Catharines, Ontario, L2T1K1

[at the Stone Mill Inn]
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